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About This Game

Are you after a new VR experience?

Something that tests your skills without leaving you sweating in fear?

Then try Hand Eye Cubination, the first third person VR platformer on Steam!

You heard that right, third person! Platformer!

But how you ask? Why? What even?

Simply put, you control two cubes through the direction your hands are pointing.

Your goal is to guide your cubes through a maze of challenges!

Did I mention you can't see your hands? Because that's a pretty important feature.

You have to rely 100% on your human senses to successfully navigate through the world!

Come give it a crack and put your hand eye coordination to the test!

Hand Eye Cubination!
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Title: Hand Eye Cubination
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Virtual Vitality
Publisher:
Virtual Vitality
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX970, or AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or greater.

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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err? what? what is going on. place cube here... hmm dunno let's do that... nope nothing ... hmm click click click nothing nope.
lets look around then. Wow this really looks like somebody threw this together in five minutes in unity. well it's an experience so
graphics need not be good. so hmm is it really broken... hmm. one more try with the cubes.. they turn a colour. ah. I gotta line
them up perfecly on the squaires. oh no this is not looking good.
start game bring cubey home. ah. lets do that. Hmm if i turn i can't see cubey so lets keep standing still and look on cubey from
so far away that I need to turn up antialiasing to be able to spot him moving in the distance.
ah. so I can't really see where cubey is going before he is landing in the fire pit. LETS BURN HIM a few times.. hahaha.
damn. a remote control helicopter game would be fun though. This just sucks.
I saw an advertisement on reddit "an experience for the price of a bag of peanuts" damn expensive peanuts then.
Do not waste your time or money on this one. this one is broken by design.
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